Pye: Increase DUAA deficit

By Barry Bryant

Chancellor A. Kenneth Pye told the Executive Committee of the University Board of Trustees that the administration would probably request an increase in the deficit of the Duke University Athletic Association (DUAA).

The Trustees have set $553,227 as the maximum deficit that DUAA can run. Pye said that increasing financial pressures of the non-revenue sports made the increase necessary. "I can't see how to fund 10 [men's] non-revenue sports and six women's non-revenue sports and come in with a reasonable budget."

The increase in the deficit will enable the University to fund sports without taking the money from other areas of the University such as instruction or financial aid, Pye said.

Non-revenue sports

"The economic crisis is in women's sports and non-revenue sports, not in football and basketball," Pye said.

In an interview after the meeting, Pye said the University may rethink its programs in the non-revenue sports. Duke plays in Division I football and basketball and, according to NCAA rules, must field a Division I team in every sport in which it fields a team, according to Pye.

The NCAA rules mean that all of Duke's teams must play a certain number of games in the Atlantic Coast Conference. Most of these teams are heavily subsid­ized with money and athletic scholarships. To compete successfully, Duke must do likewise.

Rule changes

While Pye supports competing in Division I football and basketball, he said the University might suggest rule changes that would allow other Duke teams to compete at a lower level.

"We do not want grants in aid in some sports because we want the average student to participate.
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Trent studied as all-freshman dorm

By Trish Gandy

Richard L. Cox, associ­ate dean of student affairs, has proposed that "the third floor of Trent Drive Hall be converted next year to a co-ed freshman house." Presently the third floor is a cross-sectional co-ed house while the first and second floors are composed entirely of fresh­men.

The proposal also states that upperclassmen men and women on the third floor would be given top priority in the lottery as "displaced persons."

The proposal was presented Friday to the Housing Affairs Subcommittee of the Residential Life Committee (RLC). Bob Frank, chairman of the subcommittee, said, "Everyone realizes that Trent Hall is an unfortu­nate place to live." Making the facility an all-freshman house was a result of a meeting, last semester, with some residents of Trent. He said residents had complained of being "stuck" in Trent Hall once put there. He also said his proposal was "the most equitable way to treat everyone."

According to Cox, two years ago a similar proposal was discussed by the RLC. He said the committee decided that such a move would isolate the freshmen placed in the house. Originally, upperclassmen were to act as liaisons to integrate freshmen in Trent Drive Hall into the University, according to Frank. However, Cox said residents of the house claim that upperclassmen have no interaction with freshmen. Residents' proposal.

Residents of the second floor presented a proposi­tion at the Friday meeting to give the house preferences in the upcoming lottery over all other freshman houses.

The proposal was presented Friday to the Housing Affairs Subcommittee of the Residential Life Committee (RLC), Bob Frank, chairman of the subcommittee, said, "Everyone realizes that Trent Hall is an unfortu­nate place to live." Making the facility an all-freshman house was a result of a meeting, last semester, with some residents of Trent. He said residents had complained of being "stuck" in Trent Hall once put there. He also said his proposal was "the most equitable way to treat everyone."

According to Cox, two years ago a similar proposal was discussed by the RLC. He said the committee decided that such a move would isolate the freshmen placed in the house. Originally, upperclassmen were to act as liaisons to integrate freshmen in Trent Drive Hall into the University, according to Frank. However, Cox said residents of the house claim that upperclassmen have no interaction with freshmen.

Residents' proposal.

Residents of the second floor presented a proposi­tion at the Friday meeting to give the house preferences in the upcoming lottery over all other freshman houses. Reasons for the propo.

Continued on page 2

Duke 92  UNC 84

By Bill Collins

Perhaps the years of frustration have ended. Hitting 65.5 per cent of their shots from the field, collecting 27 rebounds, and outscoring North Carolina 92-84, the Duke Blue Devils lived up to the preseason expectations of their fans by pulling off what Bill Foster felt was the greatest win of his tenure here at Duke.

The victory marked only the second time a Foster squad had beaten the Tar Heels, the first win being in the 1974 Big Four Tournament. In scoring, Ford received little help from his team-

mates. Mike O'Koren chipped in 19 points, but starters Jeff Wolf and Duddy Bradley combined for only nine points between them.

Continued on page 10
Trent and that the compensated by being residents should be "normal sleep and study residents, noise hindered construction of Medical building. According to sciences of noise and loss of sal included the inconvenience to job needed. Call 3811, or leave message.

Trent Drive Hall residents said he sympathized with subcommittee member, given priority in the items are run subject to space limitations. type items in all capital letters. Items must run in SPECTRUM must be typed on a 45-line space line and limited to 30 words. Do NOT type items in all capital letters. Items must be submitted before 3 p.m. the day before the event and shall be submitted before the day of the event. GENERAL items are subject to space limitations. Failures to comply with the above will result in the item being eliminated without notice.

SPECTRUM POLICY:

Today

We need a graduate student that can work nights as a desk clerk from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. $3.00 per hour plus time and a half for overtime. Contact Rod Smolla, 684-9426, 9:00 A.M.—1:00 P.M. at 106 Scholastic.
Nation mourns death of Hubert Humphrey

By James T. Wooten

WASHINGTON — Zaire's military aid will be reduced by almost one-half under a United States policy change in which security assistance will be given to Nigeria. 

Washington, the United States, has stepped up its support for Zaire, while relations with Nigeria declined. The Carter administration is moving to cement close ties with Nigeria. Zaire, however, will remain the principal beneficiary of United States aid south of the Sahara.

WASHINGTON — The marijuana trade, worth about $5 billion a year according to federal estimates, took to the air about six years ago, coming across the border in 27 to 30 planeloads a day. But in the last 14 months, federal officials say, it has moved to the high seas. Ships can carry much larger cargoes, and they are safer than airplanes, which cross the border without lights and must fly low in mountainous areas.

NEW YORK — Foreigners are on a shopping spree in the United States, taking advantage of the once mighty dollar's lower valuation against almost every foreign currency. "It's a bargain day for anything that sells in dollars," said a European banker. 

Refrigerators, Cadillacs and homes in New York and Miami, foreigners are putting down millions in cash for entire American companies. The National Starch and Chemical Corporation and Miles Laboratories are among them.

WASHINGTON — Israel and Egypt accepted an American compromise Sunday that resolved an agenda dispute over how to describe the Palestinian issue. But as a result of the disagreement, the foreign ministers' meeting in Jerusalem, originally scheduled to open Monday, was postponed 24 hours until Tuesday morning.

Sanford on Humphrey

Hubert Humphrey was, "without any question, ... the outstanding senator of this century," Duke President Terry Sanford said yesterday. "He, more than any other person, was responsible for the advances in liberal political thought since World War Two," Sanford said, "when so many changes have come about in the government's attitude towards the people and the efforts to do away with the inequities of discrimination."

Sanford, a former Democratic governor of North Carolina, served as chairman of Humphrey's national citizens' committee during the Minnesota Democrat's 1968 presidential campaign.

Israel-Egypt talks delayed 24 hours

By Bernard Gwertzman

WASHINGTON — Israel and Egypt accepted an American compromise Sunday that resolved an agenda dispute over how to describe the Palestinian issue. But as a result of the disagreement, the foreign ministers' meeting in Jerusalem, originally scheduled to open Monday, was postponed 24 hours until Tuesday morning.

The State Department, which announced the agenda agreement Sunday afternoon, was clearly relieved that a major crisis had been averted over the problem.

Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance, who abruptly postponed his original departure Saturday night because of the dispute, restated his departure for 11 p.m. Sunday, to participate in talks with Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan of Israel and Foreign Minister Mohammed Ibrahim Kamel of Egypt.

Clear warning

The decision by Vance to hold off his departure was described by American officials as a clear warning to Israel to end the wrangling over the agenda or face an American boycott of the talks. The officials said that Egypt had indicated late Saturday that it was willing to accept the American compromise but Israel continued to object. The Egyptians finally agreed at a cabinet meeting Sunday.

State Department officials said that Vance plans to confer privately Monday night with Prime Minister Menahem Begin and Dayan. He hopes to meet also with Kameil before the formal opening of the talks on Tuesday — officially called "the political committee" of the Cairo conference.

His purpose, aides said, is actively to offer ideas, particularly on a compromise "interim" solution for the Palestinian question, to move the negotiations ahead.

The negotiations have been deadlock and this has led to irritation expressed by President Anwar el-Sadat who feels his dramatic initiatives in going to Israel has not been fully reciprocated.
Direct from Hoople, N.D.—
PDQ makes music madness

By Ian Abrams

This past Wednesday night Prof. Peter Schickele, 
member of the University of Southern North Dakota at 
Hoople barreled across the stage of Page Auditorium 
as a surprise to everyone present.

Four of the P.D.Q. Bach fans, each with their favorite 
compositions, made their way to the Duke Symphony Orchestra, 
led by the conductor Allen Bone and the Duke Chorale.

The music was not entirely to the liking of the audience, 
but it was certainly a unique experience. The program 
included a variety of pieces, ranging from classical 
compositions to more modern works.

Also present was a group of bass players who 
performed an acapella version of the song "Oy veh, oy veh, oy veh!", 
which was a hit among the audience. The concert 
concluded with an encore by Schickele himself, 
playing what the audience had been waiting for.

Music

The first to do so, in the suite from The Civilian Barber, 
was David Lipps, playing what the Professor described 
as a "trombonius interruptus." Lipps was called upon 
to play a series of sounds which, although not quite 
musical, came fairly close.

The Civilian Barber, by the way, is an enigmatic piece — Schickele has 
discovered no words to it, and nothing of the plot except what may be 
deduced from the cast list. Some of the cast are the Art Court, the Countess, 
the Maid, the King, Chimney Sweep, a company of Dragonos, a 
ghost of Marie Antoinette, and Davy Crockett. Not 
very illuminating.

From The Civilian Barber Schickele apologetically went into the 
next piece called Chaconne — Son Gout, which, like his 
earlier Quiddelabet and Unspecunf, is a sort of musical grab-bag, 
in which Bach fades into Beethoven fades into Brahms fades into Rossini 
fades into Stephen Foster fades into the Bonanza theme. "I found when I 
finished it," said Schickele, "that every melody in the piece had already been 
written by another composer. That's quite a coincidence, isn't it?"

From Chaconne it was only a hop, skip, and a moment of silent prayer to 
what was on the program called "New Horizons in Music Appreciation:
Symphony No. 5." This was Beethoven's Fifth, done as a contest between 
the composer's son and his orchestra, led by the conductor Allen Bone and 
the Duke Orchestra.

The Duke Symphonies were set back in the third quarter of the century, 
when bassist Lee Jones suffered a groin injury, as his instrument was 
unfortunately carried off the field.

Chamber remarked, "That's what happens when you put basses too 
close together." Pamela Smith on the English horn was sent to the piano 
box for starting an altercation with Bone, only to be released by an 
attentive referee.

Other than that, it was an evening filled with musical surprises, 
and the audience was left with a lasting impression of Schickele's 
unique musical style. The concert was a success, and the audience 
thanked Schickele for his creative and entertaining performance.
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Of course, some of you may already have an inkling as to the direction of 
your career.

LOOKING FOR A JOB AFTER GRADUATION?
Start planning NOW by 
attending seminars on How to Use the 
Placement Office, 214 Flowers 
and 
Interviewing Employer Representatives 
coming to Duke beginning January 17

Earn the MBA with the outstanding Graduate Faculty at
RUTGERS

One of America's top Graduate Schools of
Business Administration.

From A Guide to Executive Education in Business Week Magazine

Rutgers, The State University, offers you an opportunity to study with one of the nation's most distinguished professors 
management education — whether as a full-time or part-time student. The Rutgers MBA program is one of three 
in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area accredited by the American As­
ssembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

Trimester study program. Full-time admissions June and September. Part-time admis­
sions September and February.

February 17, 1978

STUDY WITH THE LEADERS.
Duke museum another world

By Sue Maska

Now I know how Hesse's Goldmund must have felt when he first viewed the work of the master woodcutter. Standing before the delicate saints, monks, and travelers from a world apart at the Duke Art Museum, I could imagine a medieval sculptor amid a pile of wood chips, carving for years until the block of wood was transformed into one of the tranquil figures before me. The expressions on their faces amaze me. They emanate an aura of peace, and sometimes pain, which makes it not impossible to believe they might once have been alive.

Almost as incredible to believe is that these sculptures are right here on campus. Most students probably haven't seen them because they are right here in the art museum. Although it isn't the Metropolitan, the art museum does have some interesting exhibits that are rarely publicized.

Inside the glass show cases on either side of the main door, watercolor miniatures and sculptures by Susan Carlton Smith are on display. These miniatures measure down to 1" x 1" and contain perfectly detailed portraits of wild animals, plants and ethereal gnomes and fairies. The sculptures are composed of natural materials — pieces of moss, milkweed, fluff, butterfly wings, dried bugs and innumerable kinds of dusty tidbits that we step on all the time. Susan Carlton Smith has invented a tiny world of enchanting sculpture out of these seemingly drab components. Root dancers prance on a honeyscomb and a gnarled Don Quixote astride an equally gnarled stool gazes at distant conquests from atop a fangi. "Woodcock Chapel" imparts an eerie feeling. At second glance one notices that it is made of an animal skull. A praying mantis beats a stinkbomb drum (remember stomping on one notices that it is made of an animal skull). A praying mantis drummer beats a stinkbomb drum (remember stomping on mouse traps and an exploding piano stool. It was obvious at concert's end that Shickele is more than a musical clown: as he stated in an interview, "To do parody funny you have to do parody well," and he certainly betrayed a great technical competence on stage. The rest of the group — orchestra members, Mr. Chandler, Allen Bone — all did the same, which is amazing considering they had only three rehearsals. It certainly speaks well of our campus musicians that, already knowing how to play well, they can, with such apparent ease, learn how to play badly.

Edward H. Benenson Awards Program in Art History 1978-79

Three awards to support research in art history, museology or conservation of art work with preference for projects related to the holdings of the Duke University Museum of Art.

Awards in Art History for students:
1 undergraduate award: $8,000
1 graduate award: $8,000
Faculty ResearchGrant: $8,000

Proposal should be in the form of a letter outlining proposed activity, allocation of funds, and tentative schedule for completion. Faculty applicants should supply documentation similar to that required for grants from the University Council on Research. Graduate and undergraduate applicants should submit brief academic vitae and names of two professors as referees.

Proposal should be submitted to:
Dr. John M. Fein
Secretary
Selection Committee
216 Allen Building
by February 1, 1978.

...PDQ Bach
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Bose Corporation, leading manufacturer of high quality stereophonic music systems, is looking for a Bose Campus Manager. He or she, preferably a Sophomore or Junior, will be the exclusive representative on campus, marketing a new component stereo system. This is a not a full-time job, and remuneration is by commission. There are no set hours, and you can structure the job to fit your schedule. To receive an application, call Bruce Kostic at (617) 879-7330, or fill out the coupon and mail today.
On tv-jet diplomacy

James Reston

WASHINGTON — In defining the role of the United States in the Middle East peace negotiations during his latest press conference, President Carter used an interesting phrase, which indicates that he is thinking about the day after tomorrow. His hope, he said, was that the negotiators would define a genuine peace, a predictable peace, and, “a relationship among human beings that might transcend the incumbency of any particular leader.”

This was an almost casual but wise reminder that these negotiations involve not merely the tactics of Sadat, Begin, Carter, and all the other players on stage or in the wings, but the fate of nations for generations long after all these contemporary characters are gone.

Nevertheless, we are now seeing a strange kind of airport and television diplomacy in which personalities dominate policies, and compete with one another for the attention of the president of the United States.

After the spectacular and successful mission of President Sadat of Egypt to Israel, he suddenly called a Cairo conference to negotiate the intricate details of a “comprehensive Middle East settlement,” inviting a lot of countries he knows won’t come.

Secretary of State Vance, meanwhile, flies off to the Middle East, trying to persuade the anti-Sadat Arabs that they should cooperate with Sadat and Begin and go to the Cairo conference, and stops off for a talk with officials in Israel on their plans. When the Prime Minister Begin arranges a sudden trip to Washington to talk to Carter about something he apparently didn’t want to discuss with Vance in Jerusalem. All this makes a lot of news but doesn’t make much sense. Before the Cairo conference had time to organize itself, it was overwhelmed by Begin’s sudden trip to Washington. Carter said he was glad to receive him at any rate, and Begin weekend flights into Washington. The President had to go through all his press conferences trying to explain these awkward problems, even before his secretary of state had come to react on his conversations in the Middle East.

Why had Begin come to the United States just after seeing Vance in Jerusalem, the President was asked. Carter said he would find out later. Would the President support or oppose policies put to him by Begin? Carter said he would try to keep messages, mediate when possible, and tell both sides as best he could how to get together. Anything they could agree on he could support, too.

The President said he hoped the Israeli’s and the Arab states would meet directly with one another and reach agreements that would encompass three basic questions:

— First, a definition of genuine peace.
— Second, “the withdrawal of Israelis from territory” (undefined) together with “the assurance that they would have secure borders.”
— And third, the resolution of the Palestinian question.

Carter was clearly well-briefed but almost elaborately cautious, not only about Israel and the pro-Sadat Arabs but also about the Soviet Union which he said had not been helpful but was maybe better than before. He had clearly been put on the spot and was almost certainly not ready to make any blunders.

Accordingly the question here is whether the answers to questions of this sort, involving critically strategic areas of the world, and immensely sensitive and intricate political and personal questions, can really be handled effectively in these sudden Cairo conferences, daily Sadat TV interviews, Begin weekend flights into Washington, and presidential press conferences.

This may be an old-fashioned idea, but I feel pretty sure that a gooey procedure, the dangers of impresion, misunderstanding, indiscretion, and inaccurate leakage are much increased in this atmosphere of atomomy, and contribute to exaggerated public expectation of quick and final results.

It will be a long time before these tangles in the Middle East are sorted out, and to talk of turning over the Cairo conference to the foreign ministers, after New Year’s, is ridiculous. This is a much bigger and much longer problem than that. There is an opening to peace — not a should peace.

The Carter administration is being very polite about all this but the truth — is that it is embarrassed by the suddenness of Sadat’s Cairo conference, and Begin’s self-invited visit to Washington. The President had to face it in his press conferences after these awkward problems, even before his secretary of state had come to react on his conversations in the Middle East.

The kind of people who grind their teeth about the decline of the work ethic can probably compose jeremiads on this theme, but before they start it should be pointed out that Billy is serving an important social function and also that the work — professional guesting — is not the picnic it may seem to be.

The fact is that the United States already has a serious guest shortage. When the Shah of Iran visited Washington a few weeks ago, the Iranians had to hire a large contingent of guests to attend the celebrations. Find authentic guests, even if you pay a fee, proved so difficult that they finally had to hire actors who could portray guests.

Spectacle promotions like the Super Bowl regularly salt the anonymous crowd with “celebrities” retained to guest it up around the host town in return for, among other emoluments, free hotel accommodations and good seats for the game. People with names that interest newspapers and may draw crowds are now drawing simply for showing up wherever public-relations agencies want to make a small splash.

So far, of course, the guest profession is little more than a ripple on the pond, but young people thinking about a career might be well advised to look at the potential future of guesting, particularly since the medical, journalism and law schools are glutted. Even today a run-of-the-mill guest ought to make $50,000 a year without wearing out his smile, and a Billy Carter can probably make more than his brother, the President.

The cause of the guest shortage, as of almost everything else, is television. Most of the American population is now the perpetual guest of the television set. Why go out when you can sit at home with Howard Cosell, Walter Cronkite, Alistair Cooke and Caroll Burnett, especially since you don’t have to labor at small talk with somebody as dull as you are?

The guest shortage will doubtless become more pronounced in the years ahead. The population, after all, is aging, and age’s propensity is for sitting tight rather than adventuring abroad. As guests become harder and harder to come by, their services will become increasingly valuable to all those people and institutions that require a large supply of guests to keep functioning.

The openings of new supermarkets and insurance offices, Washington receptions for touring potlucks, even household parties designed to promote the host’s or hostess’s social position — all these need guests so desperately that they will be willing to pay for them.

The next development here is obviously the establishment of the guest college, a post-graduate institution at which the most promising young potential guests would study three or four years before being licensed by an American Guest Association to practice their profession.

One fancy them entrenched behind receptionists in Park Avenue offices, walls splendiferous with certific...

Questioning Koch and...
Chansky

William Safire

The opinions expressed in this newspaper are not necessarily those of Dube University, its students, its workers, administration or trustees.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority view of the editorial council. Signed editorials, columns and cartoons represent the views of their authors.

Richard Craig Butt '78

The article contained a woman's charges that her engagement in 1951 to John Kennedy was broken off at the insistence of his father, who found her background unsuitable.

Two months later, on Aug. 9, Hoover aide Courtyn Evans advised his boss: "It would seem advisable to let the attorney general know that further efforts are being made to peddle copies of these documents even though the originals have been sealed in the court record." Hoover noted: "Do so by memo to A.G."

The FBI might have been misled completely, but if this is true, the campaign drama must have been fierce; in retrospect, it certainly seems like an innocent matter on which to spend a half-million dollars in hush money. The incident shows how the world has changed since 1960, when a phone company lines have malfunctioned.

The thunderstruck woman hung up, called her brother back and found that he, too, had overheard President Kennedy's conversation. Loyally, they called the FBI which threw up its hands when it came to crossed wires: "This appears to be no more than a quirk of technology. A woman whom the FBI calls a "substantial citizen" was talking to her brother on the telephone early in 1961 when the line went dead and she reported "she was cut in on another telephone call. She said she recognized the President's voice ... The conversation related to the awarding of medals ... it would be necessary to cut down on the number of awards; that there weren't that many good men ..."

The thunderstruck woman hung up, called her brother back and found that he, too, had overheard President Kennedy's conversation. Loyally, they called the FBI which threw up its hands when it came to crossed wires: "This appears to be no more than a quirk of technology. A woman whom the FBI calls a "substantial citizen" was talking to her brother on the telephone early in 1961 when the line went dead and she reported "she was cut in on another telephone call. She said she recognized the President's voice ... The conversation related to the awarding of medals ... it would be necessary to cut down on the number of awards; that there weren't that many good men ..."

Chansky

However, their importance must be in proportion to what they are and to what they do. If the city financially folds, neither the gays nor any other minority group will have a voice in the decision. Whatever little these groups have gained over the past decade in New York will be lost. Their importance will take the back seat.

"If anything positive came out of Koch's statement January 2, it was minimal. He made many more enemies than gained friends on this issue. New Yorkers began to question his priorities. A major union friend won't help a strike deadline of December 31 ens to question his priorities. A major union friend won't help a strike deadline of December 31. Moreover, there are compensations..."
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A dream came true for Kenny Dennard.
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Duke 92 Carolina 84
A game to remember

Spanarkel was eight for nine from the field in the first half of Saturday's game.

Mike O'Koren guards his ex-teammate Jim Spanarkel.

The fans saluted as Duke moved to the top of the ACC.
Duke finally defeats Carolina

Continued from page 1

The victory marked only the second time a Foster squad had beaten the Tar Heels, the first win being in the 1974 Big Four Tournament. Unlike games in the past when Duke fans had to hold their breath when the Devils were leading deep into the game, this one was a comfortable win over the undermanned Heels.

The key to Duke's victory was the strong inside play of center Mike Gminski and the clutch performances of Jim Spanarkel. Gminski collected 29 points and grabbed 10 rebounds, dominating the Heels both offensively and defensively. Spanarkel, whom Foster refers to as a wind-up toy, netted 23 points which included a nine-point stretch in the first half that gave Duke its first lead of the afternoon at 19-18.

Carolina was hopelessly outmanned underneath. Duke's 2-3 zone kept the Tar Heels at bay, especially in the second half. UNC was forced to shoot from the outside due to their lack of success in moving the ball inside. Without the services of Rich Yonakor, who is currently suffering from mononucleosis, the Tar Heels were even more hard pressed for an inside game. But even with Yonakor, it would have been difficult for the visitors to have been effective underneath, for Duke's front line of Gminski, Kenny Dennard and Eugene Banks were superb defensively.

Although Gminski and Spanarkel dominated the scoring statistics, the win was a team effort. Dennard netted nine assists. Banks hauled down six rebounds and point guards Bob Bender and John Harrell played solidly directing the offense while committing only one turnover apiece.

Phil Ford played an awesome game, scoring 20 points in the losing effort. But he had problems directing the Carolina attack, committing 10 turnovers and having only six assists. Fred received little help from his teammates scoring wise. Mike O'Koren chipped in 19 points, but starters Jeff Wolf and Dudley Bradley combined for only nine between them.

"This was a very, very big game for us," said Foster. "Our big thing now is to get ready to go again."

Foster gave the team Sunday off to enjoy the win. The Devils have a big game Wednesday night against Wake Forest, a two point loser to the Heels yesterday.

"I am just thankful for the win," Foster said after the game. It is easy to see why.

Female Terps outscore Blue Devils

By Brian Hurley

After the excitement produced by the men in their afternoon win over Carolina, the women's game with Maryland on Saturday could be conservatively termed as a letdown.

The Lady Terps employed a blistering fast-break and a stingy match up zone defense to coast to a 117-47 rout of the overmatched Devils.

Lisa Warren picked up her 4th personal foul with 8:02 remaining in the second half. Maryland's all-American candidate, Tara Heiss, converted numerous fast-break opportunities into lay-ups with her deft passes, and until Mary Lockeby hit a jumper with 8:02 remaining in the half, the Terps had an insurmountable 28-4 lead.

Duke had a brief flurry as they rattled off six straight points and outscored the Terps 8-2 to make the margin 40-16, allowing superior speed and board strength sounded the death knell. With the half-time score 57-19, the Maryland coach felt safe in finishing the game. It is easy to see why.

With 11:06 W. Chapel Hill

Continued from page 11

Without the services of Rich Yonakor, who is turned in by Jan. 17, 1978. Interviews for positions will be held beginning Jan.

to totally dominate the backboards. Maryland's all-American candidate, Tara Heiss, converted numerous fast-break opportunities into lay-ups with her deft passes, and until Mary Lockeby hit a jumper with 8:02 remaining in the half, the Terps had an insurmountable 28-4 lead. Duke had a brief flurry as they rattled off six straight points and outscored the Terps 8-2 to make the margin 40-16, allowing superior speed and board strength sounded the death knell. With the half-time score 57-19, the Maryland coach felt safe in finishing the game. It is easy to see why.
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Finest hour for Foster, Devils

By Ed Turlington

The king is dead. Long live the king. Or so most of the over 8,500 fans who left Cameron Indoor Stadium after Saturday’s Duke victory over archival North Carolina 92-84 must have thinking.

Although it is all too obvious that the score that remained fixed on the scoreboard will only add one victory to the Blue Devil win column, the reaction of all the previously frustrated Duke partisans made it seem much more important.

Attempting to enter Cameron as early as Friday night, Duke students filled the old arena to capacity and more. Although they knew that the doors would not open until 11 a.m., they began arriving who knows when.

And according to Bill Foster, Duke coach, the fans made a difference. “When we come over here to shoot and saw the line to get in out at the traffic light, I thought I might have to calm our guys down. And when we got inside, it was electric. I have to give the students a lot of credit,” he said. Foster added, tongue-in-cheek, “I think you can say the students were slightly psyched.”

Foster’s sentiments were echoed by Jim Spanarkel, junior captain. “This has to be the greatest feeling I’ve experienced in my career. Our fans have to be the greatest in the world. They even had to turn away a couple of thousand at the door,” he said.

The Blue Devil swingman, however, added a note of caution. “You can be too high. We must approach the game’s importance, although with qualifications.”

Dean Smith, Carolina coach, agreed with Foster about the two teams. “I am very proud of our team. We can hold their heads high. But I haven’t seen a team that has put things together like Duke did today. I am just very much impressed with Duke,” he said.

Thus, for Foster, the frustration of never defeating Carolina in an ACC game is finally over. And as he said “It has been a long time coming.”

What the win meant to the Blue Devil mentor was perhaps best described by Smith, who upon entering the post-game press conference as Foster was leaving, said “Congratulations again, Bill. You were jumping in the air when I tried to catch you before.”

And as Smith must have also noticed, Foster had thousands of delirious partners in his victory prance.

Ah, how sweet it is.

Women’s basketball

Continued from page 9

Liz Balger, played her best game as a Blue Devil as she connected on five of eleven floor attempts for ten points as well as collecting four caroms.

All of Maryland’s players managed to score, with Kris Kirchner and only Mary Briege leading the parade with 15 apiece in limited roles. Jo also dished out four assists and captured four rebounds.

As far as desire and hustle are concerned, the teams were equal, but in skills, we were outclassed,” said Duke coach Debbie Leonard.

Maryland connected on 50 of 70 floor attempts for a deadly 71.4% accuracy. Duke was also outrebounded 52-51.

For Duke, it was again Tara McCarthy who paced the scoring as she dropped in 11. Hampered by some congestion, she also dished out three assists and captured four rebounds.

A new, on-campus,
WINE & CHEESE SHOP
Is Opening!

You are invited to enjoy the unique atmosphere of music, conversation, and specialties in the West Campus Dining Hall’s latest addition — a wine & cheese shop located in the Faculty Room (next to the Sprig). Come for a light meal (or just small talk) over a glass of wine...

OPEN
From 5-7 P.M.
Monday-Friday

ATTENTION SENIORS!

Portraits sitings for The 1978 Chanticleer will be held in Flowers Lounge Jan. 26 and 27. If you did not have your portrait taken last semester and would like to be in the yearbook, please make an appointment in the Student Activities Office (204 Flowers) Jan. 12-19. Sittings take ten minutes of your time and are free.

1978 CHANTICLEER
Devils floor Generals before capacity crowd

By Carey Burke

The capacity crowd in Cameron Indoor Stadium witnessed a display of athletic superiority Saturday afternoon even before UNC entered the stadium, as the Duke wrestling team began their dual meet season by beating Washington — Lee 36-6.

Wrestling coach Bill Harvey was surprised by the lopsided score, but he was also a bit dissatisfied with the team's overall performance.

"I didn't think we would blow them off as bad as we did," Harvey said, "but we took some of the early close matches which built up our lead quickly. We only had four days of practice and so we are really a bit lucky to do as well as we did."

Duke took a fast lead as they won the 118 lb. class by forfeit and the 126 lb. by a score of 4-3.

The 134 lb. position was filled by ACC champ Doug Sumner who had difficulty with his opponent during the match but finally put him away with a pin in the last two minutes of the third period.

Coach Harvey commented that, "Doug was obviously the better wrestler, but he got a little sloppy and he was caught by it."

Duke took the 142 lb. class, but lost the 150 class thus giving them a 18-6 lead at the halfway point of the meet.

Wayne Taft, in the 158 lb. position wrestled the best match of the day as he took a 15-13 decision with a reversal as time was running out. Neither wrestler was able to dominate the match as the score went back and forth in the extremely close contest.

The Devils captured the remaining matched as Bruce Livingston, Captain Jim Bacchetta, their respective weight classes.

Many of the matches were somewhat dull affairs and Coach Harvey attributes this to Duke's superiority.

"We simply overpowered them. The W&L wrestlers were not doing anything and our wrestlers were going to push them and be forced into making mistakes. Our heavy-weight could have pinned his man, but there was no opportunity for him to try his moves."

Duke took an easy victory from W&L but Coach Harvey knows that there is still alot of work to be done before the team will be ready for the tough ACC season.

"The team was really sharp before Christmas," Harvey said, "but the long vacation has hurt us."

Harvey is very optimistic about the team's chances this year at being competitive with the ACC teams.

"We have-improved quite a bit over last year and we definitely have a better squad. The team is more balanced with some positions still up for grabs at this point."

After the big victory on Saturday, the team now prepares for its home match this Thursday at 7 p.m. against Madison.